Throughout history, people have designed places, taking into account the absolute environmental factors and the needs of other living beings to live and to have shelter. Birds are primarily affected by changes in biodiversity and environmental conditions. Thus, people have built birdhouses, to prevent the decrease of bird population both in Turkey and in the world. As a matter of fact, birdhouses have historically had an important role in Turkish culture and art by reflecting sensitivities, delicate feelings and tastes of Turkish people. In this study, the history of birdhouses in Turkey and throughout the world is examined, examples of birdhouses in different spaces are mentioned, hence showing the importance and value of birdhouses for both the birds and the people of Turkey.
Introduction
The development of modern society in cities has recently led to rapid urbanization, which has significantly reduced the amount of green spaces (Furness & Greenwood, 1993) . However, large green areas in a city (parks, cemeteries, golf courses, wetlands and forests) play a significant role in urban biodiversity and provide the necessary conditions for a great range of bird species to live (Blair, 2004) . Due to the gradual decrease in the number of green areas, birds began migrating to natural places. As for those who struggle to survive within cities, they started to build their nests on power poles, thus causing power cuts and bird deaths in increasing numbers. According to these circumstances, birdhouses have become vital for the survival and well-being of birds.
The aim of this study is to examine and render historical details of natural and artificial birdhouses trying to survive in cities and natural places, and to call attention to and raise awareness about the sustainability of birdhouses. In line with this objective, the significance of birdhouses in Turkey is emphasized, and solutions are introduced in order not to lose the longstanding design perspectives and practices.
History of the Birdhouses
Birds have had a significant place in Turkish society since pre-Islamic times.
They have always had place in Turkish culture, art, ethnography and folklore.
The birdhouses, primarily built for little birds such as sparrows, goldfinches, pigeons, doves and storks, date back to very old times.
The first birdhouse dates to the 13 th century of the Anatolian Seljuks in Keykavus Darüşşifa (Hospital) in Sivas. The initial birdhouses were in the form of cavities, but it started to turn into a different form in the 16 th century, like a mansion or a palace by sticking out of buildings. Considering the historical process, it is noticeable that birdhouses are mostly common during, and after the Tulip Period (1718) (1719) (1720) (1721) (1722) (1723) (1724) (1725) (1726) (1727) (1728) (1729) (1730) . Some of the few birdhouses on the structures dating back to the foundation (1299-1451) and classical periods (1451-1703) of the Ottoman Empire are original, but some were built later. Old birdhouses in Istanbul and the other cities did not reach the current day due to natural disasters and collapses of buildings. For instance, the wooden birdhouses were destroyed as a result of naturally-caused fires (Akın, 2014) .
Birdhouses can sometimes be built in the form of mosques, fountains, mansions and wooden houses, but they can sometimes be built in no certain architectural form. Sometimes there are birdhouses in different forms on the same building. The architectural elements used in the arches, domes, consoles and windows of these buildings reflect the unique stylistic features of the Classical and Baroque periods. Birdhouses built during the classical Ottoman period are mostly wooden houses, and they are remarkable with their double-decker structures and bay windows. The ornaments on birdhouses were attached great importance in the Baroque period as a result of Western artistic styles influencing the Turkish art. Dynamism, one of the distinct features of the Baroque style, was reflected on the facades of the birdhouses, and eave domes and consoles became the architectural elements that make the facades more dynamic (Url 1, 2019).
Birdhouses may be seen on every kind of structure, but rather on places for worship and funerary chambers such as mosques or tombs, and structures belonging to the educational, commercial and domestic architecture which are subgroups of civil architecture.
In the western world, birdhouses are regarded as only architectural and artistic works or as maximally shelters for birds. Korkut (2009) states that the religion of Islam can be regarded as having the most prominent role in raising the awareness towards birds and build birdhouses. Our ancestors are in the belief that birds' ability to fly indicates their divine feature to reach God, and for that reason, they loved and respected these animals in awe and fear. Some certain beliefs and thoughts regarding them were transformed by the religion of Islam while some are still preserved as superstitious beliefs. Turkish people gave importance to the birds and treated them well as a result of all these beliefs and thoughts, and thus birdhouses appeared as a part of Turkish architecture (Aygün, 1994) .
Both the Prophet Muhammed's love towards animals, and the hadiths and stories elaborating on animals in Islam improved this sensitivity. The dove, regarded as an innocent creature in Islam and symbolizing purity, clarity, peace and fraternity, represents the Holy Spirit in Christianity (Url 2, 2019). There is a common belief that the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) was rescued from polytheists since a couple of pigeons built a nest and laid their eggs on the tree in the mouth of the cave while he was hiding in it. As a result, people helped birds build their nests and have shelter especially on religious structures (Url 3, 2019).
Gracious birdhouses have a unique and special place in Ottoman mosque architecture. Not only did they enable birds to have shelter, but they also prevent bird droppings from making mosque walls dirty and eroding stones due to the acid within. Thus, it is expected that people building bird houses will earn good deeds as long as birds take shelter in them (Ekinci, 2016) .
The French traveler Jean de Thevenot, who traveled around the Ottoman Empire in the 17th century, wrote about birdhouses in his travel book: "Their benevolence embraces animals, especially birds. Many people go to markets to firstly buy and then release birds every day. They say that the souls of these birds will be witness to their goodness in the presence of the God on the Judgment Day". Moltke states in his book titled Briefeüber Zustände und Begebenheiten in der Türkeiaus den Jahren 1835 bis 1839 (Letters from Turkey) that Turkish people are beneficent even to animals. You come across a cat hospital in Uskudar, or there is a special place for nursing pigeons in the yard of the Bayezid Mosque. Troughs have been carved into the bases of many gravestones. When it rains, the troughs are piled up with water and serve as a poor but thirst-quenching menu for dogs and birds on a hot summer day. Muslims believe that the gratitude of animals will also bring goodness to the people (Url 4, 2019).
The Examples of Birdhouses
It is possible to classify birdhouses in two groups: The first group, and the most (Aksoy, 2015) . Mehmed Agha Mosque is one of the structures of the classical period. The structure, built by Davud Agha who was appointed as the chief architect after the great architect Sinan, embodies many birdhouses ( Figure 1 ). Figure 1 . The examples of birdhouses from various cities (Avunduk, 2010) . The aim of the birdhouses which Turkish people had built till the 19th century was to provide shelter for birds flying freely but being alone and vulnerable at the same time. In the old times, many birdhouses and hollow models were seen ( Figure 2) .
One of the most beautiful birdhouses is on the Ayazma Mosque in Uskudar, (Aygün, 1994) (Figure 3, Figure 4 ). (Avunduk, 2010) . 
Figure 2. Various birdhouses and hollow models

Natural Birdhouses
More than 10 thousand bird species in the world have evolved into a great range of forms to survive in different natural environments. There are differences in their sizes, lengths, appearances, and colors. They vary from ostriches which are very common in Africa and reach 2.5 meters in length to bee hummingbirds (named after their sizes) which are only found in Cuba. Some have an almost endless variety of species that challenge bird taxonomists.
Behaviors also greatly vary across birds, some of which are extremely social, and some of which are antisocial. In Africa, queleas and flamingos get together in flocks of millions while small parrots build parrot cities from branches (Url 11, 2019) .
Birds are known as being the most skilled animals in nesting. Many criteria affect birds in choosing their nest sites. Having adequate food for themselves and their offspring, and having safe places to protect their eggs and raise their hatchlings are of vital importance. They need to sufficiently know breeding sites to detect, anticipate and avoid future threats (WWF Report, 2019).
The most important reason why birds build nests is that their eggs and hatchlings are uttermost vulnerable. Hatchlings need thermal-insulated nests which will prevent them from freezing. Especially "woven nests" can naturally provide desirable temperature for hatchlings, but it is difficult and exhaustive to build these kinds of nests. Female birds meticulously weave nests in a very long time and furthermore, they fill nests with feathers, threads and twigs by making them much more insulated. Birds use such materials as mud, leaves, ivies, feathers and papers to make these architectural masterpieces ( Figure 5 ). Turkey abounds in bird species. Its geographical location in the Palearctic Region, its serving as a bridge over bird migration routes between Europe, Asia and Africa as well as its different climatic conditions and various habitats due to its rich topography can be ranked among the reasons for this abundance ( Figure 6 ) (Kizilocak, 2017) . For instance, doves build the simplest types of nests, and a nest can be made up of a piece of hay, sticks, tree cavities, etc.
Birdhouses in the World
Many beliefs, cultures and folks have attached importance to birds both in the past and today. However, if we put their aesthetical features aside, it is stated in the literature that the only cultures in the world which are suitable for birds to live together with people in cities are Turkish and Japanese cultures (Vatan & Demir, 2019) .
There are examples of different birdhouses in the world whose aesthetical features are at the forefront (Figure 7) .
Of the studies conducted in Korea, one successful example is the Nest Pole 
Conclusion and Evaluation
An ordinary nest figure may come to many people's minds when they hear the word "birdhouse". But this is not the case. Each birdhouse indicates the refined taste of architects and can be comparable to palaces or mansions which are not only built for residing but also for architects to demonstrate their artistic talents.
Perhaps, therefore, birdhouses are also known as "Bird Mansion" or "Bird Palace" (Url 16, 2019) . Current Urban Studies Birdhouses today include all the sensitivities being formed around concepts such as "environmental awareness", "the culture of living together", "social responsibility", "sustainable development", "animal rights" and many others.
Modern age adopts a fragmented perspective whereas "the awareness of tawhid"
as being the central concept of Islam religion comprehends life as a whole (Türkan, 2018) .
Birdhouses which were one of the details of our architecture in the past and have very few examples in our country now begin to be completely forgotten.
It is a fact that urban transformation changes and affects not only the lives of people but also the lives of all the living beings. In today's conditions, new settlements have influenced many factors in architecture as well as birdhouses.
Most of the current birdhouses date back to the Ottoman times, and, unfortunately, new birdhouses are not built. Furthermore, some of the current birdhouses are at the risk of destruction, and even natural habitats for birds are intervened by people. It is obvious that the conditions of the birds and the places which will provide shelters for birds both in cities and in natural environments should be urgently reconsidered from an aesthetic and functional point of views.
The current birdhouses should be restored, and new projects should be conducted for newer ones.
The Ottoman Empire as being known as its charitable foundations found its most gracious expressions in Istanbul architecture in 2017 with Vakif Participation Bank's social responsibility project about birdhouses and the design and photography competition for "Birdhouses". Reviving "birdhouses" thanks to a social responsibility project is a really positive process since birdhouses are one of the best works reflecting the Ottoman's life philosophy based on aesthetics and goodness. Carrying out such projects is thought to preserve cultural values, develop a sensitivity for environment while designing urban architecture and plans as well as strengthening the ties of people and other living beings. It will be the main objective to revive the tradition of building birdhouses as shelters for birds, to re-interpret and make people acquaint with the traditional forms in the light of today's needs and artistic approaches and ecologically contribute to the nature. In this regard, one of the best solutions would be to benefit from "popular culture" and "mass behavior".
